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Abstract

Abstrakt

The purpose of this thesis is to describe
formats used in real-time graphic view of
game engine Unity and photo-realistic render Octane created by the company Otoy.
Octane is used by Unity as an offline render (ray-tracer). Furthermore, conversion
methods are analyzed and implemented
in scripts used by Unity.

Téma této práce zahrnuje popis formátů
používaných v real-time grafickém zobrazování herního enginu Unity a fotorealistického vykreslovacího softwaru Octane
firmy Otoy, který slouží jako offline vykreslovací software (ray-tracer) pro Unity.
Dále jsou analyzovány konverzní postupy
a jsou implementovány ve skriptech pro
Unity.
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Introduction

In computer graphics, we use materials to describe how the surface of models
interacts with light. Simply put, materials describe the appearance of the
models. For that purpose, many formats are made. One of such formats is
brought to the Unity engine by the Octane render.
Octane is an unbiased spectrally correct GPU render engine, which allows
modification of the scene in real-time. Octane is gaining popularity among 3D
artists and in the film industry for its capabilities and performance. Although
Octane is not fast enough to be used in games, it is fast enough to quickly
make pre-rendered scenes and movies with it and modify those in real-time
while rendering.
To use Octane in Unity, Octane for Unity plugin is needed. This plugin adds a
new environment to Unity that can satisfy most scene developers and enables
them to make high-quality scenes with physically-believable 3D models and
materials.
While Unity supports many 3D file formats that are converted to the format
used by Unity, due to the fact that Octane is provided from an external source,
there is no conversion tool available in Unity for the materials provided by
Octane. Because of that, those materials must be created manually anew one
after another.
The absence of a conversion tool between the standardized materials and
the Octane materials lead to the purpose of this thesis, which is to analyze
1
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the materials provided by the Octane for Unity plugin, their capabilities and
description, and to devise and implement methods to make the automatic
conversion from standardized materials to Octane materials possible in Unity.

2
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Materials in Computer Graphics

In computer graphics, we use materials to describe the look of surfaces of
three-dimensional objects. Materials describe how light interacts with the
surface of an object. From the categories of optics, science about light, we
use are primarily geometrical optics and sometimes we describe light as
particles [JrF05]. Geometrical optics describe light as beams that traverse
through space and can be described with geometric rules.

2.1

Empirical illumination Models

Empirical illumination models are models that use empirical observations for
the computation of the lighting in three-dimensional scenes. Their advantage
lies in their computation complexity that is lower than in cases of physicallybased illumination models. Empirical models can be described as reflection
models that "account for masking and self-shadowing effects and predict
off-specular reflection." [KE09]
3
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I present here three examples of the empirical models.

2.1.1

Lambertian reflection model

Lambertian reflectance does not depend on the viewing direction. Because
of this fact, this reflection model is unable to compute specular highlights
and thus allows us to create diffuse and ambient lights only. Lambertian
reflection in one point is computed by using the normal vector in the point on
the surface, the viewing ray and the vector representing an incident ray from
the light source, the ray from the light source would pass through the surface.
The reflection occurs if the angle between the viewing ray and the normal
vector is equal to the angle between the normal vector and the incident ray.
For further detailed information visit [Kop14].

2.1.2

Phong reflection model

This reflection was designed by Bui-Tuong Phong in 1977. This reflection
model distinguishes between three types of light (Figure 2.2) [JrF05]:

.
.
.

Ambient light
Diffuse light
Specular light

The ambient light is a light that does not come from any light source. It can
be viewed as a light reflected so many times that the direction from which the
light has come is unknown [Eck18]. The light is thus equally spread all over
the surface of the illuminated object. Let Ia be the intensity of ambient light,
ka its coefficient and La the ambient light color. The intensity of ambient
light is computed as
Ia = ka La
where the intensity of the ambient light remains generally constant for the
whole scene.
The diffuse light on the other hand depends on the direction of its light
source. The assumption is that this light is reflected, the reflection is equally
spread in all possible directions. Let Id be the intensity of the diffuse light,
4
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2.1. Empirical illumination Models

~ is a normalized vector from a
kd its coefficient, Ld materials diffuse color, L
~ is a normalized normal vector on a surface. If (N
~ · L)
~ < 0,
light source and N
then the point on the surface cannot be illuminated by the light source. Then
the resulting diffuse light intensity on the surface will be computed as [JrF05]
~ · L)L
~ d
Id = kd max(0, N
which equals the Lambertian reflection. The specular light depends on the

Figure 2.1: Ray vectors used in reflection model [Kim].

reflection vector and the view (eye) vector. This light component is responsible
for highlights that can be seen in the scene. Let Is be the specular intensity,
~
ks the specular coefficient, s the specular exponent, Ls the specular color, R
~
the normalized reflected ray, and V the normalized view ray. The specular
intensity will be computed as [IPI13]:
~ ·V
~ )s Ls
Is = ks (R
The viewed resulting light is composed of those three light components [JrF05]
Iv = Ia + Id + Is
where Iv is the viewed light.

Figure 2.2: Composition of Phong reflection model [Smi].

5
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2.1.3

Blinn-Phong reflection model

Blinn-Phong reflection model is a modification of the Phong reflection model
made by Jim Blinn (Figure 2.3). According to [Bli77], this model solves issues
with reflections from the Phong reflection model by using the halfway vector
while computing specular light. This vector is computed as
~
~
~ = L+E
H
~ + E||
~
||L
~ is the direction vector to the light, H
~ is the halfway vector and E
~ is
where L
the vector of direction to the eye (the synonym to the eye vector is a view
~ ), which can be seen in Figure 2.1. The resulting Phong equation
vector V
changes as such:
Iv = Ia + Id + S ∗ ks Ls
~ · H)
~ s , s is the specular exponent.
where S = (N

Figure 2.3: Comparison between Blinn-Phong and Phong reflection models [Rai].

2.2

PBR (Physically Based Rendering) models

PBR models tend to make their materials Physically-based, meaning that
they are physically-plausible. To achieve believable results, we will need a
few terms [TJL, JrF05]:
6
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2.2. PBR (Physically Based Rendering) models

Radiance
BRDF
Microfacets

Radiance is a unit used for global lighting. This unit indicates how much
light was received and emitted per unit solid angle per unit perpendicularly
projected area. We can simplify this unit as a ray color. The radiance is
constant in a vacuum and this fact is used in global lighting algorithms excluding participating media like smoke, fog, etc. [JrF05] BRDF (Bidirectional
Reflectance Distribution Function) describes the reflectivity of a material.
BRDF "returns the percentage of how much of the incoming light in a given
direction is reflected towards another given direction at a surface point." [TJL]
BRDF has those assumptions [JrF05]:

.
.
.

The light that is going to be reflected is reflected immediately.
A photon of a specific wavelength is reflected with the same wavelength.
The light ray that is directed to a certain point on the surface is reflected
from the same point. If not, that would mean that the light traveled under
the surface. This behavior is described with BSSRDF (Bidirectional
Scattering Surface Reflectance Distribution Function), which is omitted
in BRDF.

The following text is based on [JrF05].
BRDF is always positive and is anisotropic. The second term means that
the reflected light does not depend only on the direction of the light that is
received or reflected, but on the surface rotation around the normal vector
of this surface as well. BRDF adheres to the energy conservation law. Thus
the amount of light that hits the surface is either reflected, transmitted or
absorbed.
PBR assumes the existence of the microfacets, which are small surfaces
that cast shadows over each other (in cases of non-reflective or partly reflective materials) generally in the shape of V-cavities. The V-cavities might
not be necessarily symmetrical in both directions (as in Figure 2.4), but in
one direction only. The whole surface is expected to be made out of them.
Microfacets thus have the ability to describe how reflective the surface is.
7
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Figure 2.4: Microfacets cast a shadow over each other and describe the reflectivity
of the material. [TJL]

2.2.1

Torrance-Sparrow reflection model

This section is based on the text from [PJH16, MU12]. Torrance-Sparrow
model was developed in 1967 to describe isotropic (e.g metallic) materials.
This PBR model uses the microfacet theory. Microfacets are distributed on
the surface according to set parameterization and their orientation is random.
As well as in the Blinn-Phong reflection model, the half-angle (previously
mentioned as halfway) vector is used instead of the surface normal, thus the
deviation between the microfacet normal vector and the half-angle vector is
measured instead.
According to the [MU12], the BRDF is computed as follows:
~ V
~)=
fr (L,

kd
ks
~ (L)G(
~
~ V
~)
+
D(H)F
L,
~ ·V
~)
π
4π(N

~ is a ray from the
where kd and ks are diffuse and specular coefficients, L
~ is the half-angle vector and V
~ is the view vector. All the vectors can
source, H
~ F (L)
~ and G(L,
~ V
~ ) are described
be seen in Figure 2.1. The functions D(H),
as:

.
.
.

~ - Gives distribution of the normals of the microfacets aligned with
D(H)
the half-angle vector. The functions primarily used are the Beckmann or
the Gaussian distribution functions.
~ - "Fresnel factor gives the fraction of light that is reflected from
F (L)
the entire surface." [MU12]
~ V
~ ) - Geometric attenuation factor describes the shadowing and
G(L,
masking on the surface.
8
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2.2. PBR (Physically Based Rendering) models

This model has put a base for many models based on the microfacet theory.

2.2.2

Cook-Torrance reflection model

R.L.Cook and K.E.Torrence put together a specular reflectance BRDF model
based on the Torrence-Sparrow model. The improvement this model has is
that only the microfacets oriented towards the half-angle vector contribute to
the BRDF. Moreover, this model distinguishes between the metallic and the
non-metallic surfaces and optimizes the computation process of the Fresnel
function.
There are some limits to this BRDF. The most important one is that this
model does not adhere to the energy conservation law at certain angles.
For more information visiting [TJL, MU12] is recommended.

9
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Material formats

If we want to store data about 3D models, we save those data to files of
certain formats. Many of the standardized 3D formats make it possible to
share our models between other applications and platforms. A lot of those
formats can save the whole scene: lights, geometry, materials, animations,
cameras, etc. On the other hand, there are formats that enable saving only
some of the scene parts that were mentioned previously.
There are two ways how to save the data. Several formats save data as
ASCII characters, that are readable in text editors. The other way is to save
the data in a binary file, which saves space, but specialized software is needed
in order to read them. Some formats use both ways of saving 3D data.
Establishing standardized formats put down the common ground for many 3D
applications of how to save material properties. Each of them can, however,
save the material properties in their own way or skip them. Such behavior
can be seen in 3D tools based on PBR rendering and formats that enable
empirical reflection models only. In such cases, some properties are missing
in the format or there are properties that remain unused.

3.1

Wavefront Format

This format contains the definition of the 3D models only, namely the geometry, the UVs and the materials, and saves them as ASCII characters in
two types of files. The geometry and the UVs are saved separately in an .obj
11
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file with references to the materials, which are all saved in a file with the
extension .mtl.
By following the documentation [DR95], the material is described by using
a list of statements with operators, which are voluntary. Those statements
contain:

..

1. Name of the material which follows the statement newmtl. The newmtl
statement separates the materials as well.
2. Material color and illumination statements contain the color, transparency and reflectivity values. The most used ones are:

.
.

..
..
.
.
..
..
..

Ka - ambient color (basic are RGB values in the range from 0 to 1)
Kd - diffuse color (basic are RGB values in the range from 0 to 1)
Ks - specular color (basic are RGB values in the range from 0 to 1)
illum - enum value deciding, which illumination model should be
used (there are values available in the range from 0 to 10)
d - opacity of the material (the value is in the range from 0 to 1,
where 1 describes fully opaque material while 0 fully transparent
one)
Ns - specular exponent with the value from 0 to 1000

3. Texture map statements are accompanied by a file path to an image
texture. The most commonly used ones are:
map_Ka - ambient texture
map_Kd - diffuse texture
map_Ks - specular texture
map_Ns - map connected to the specular exponent
map_d - opacity map
bump - bump map

4. The reflection map is an environment that can be in the shape of a cube
or a sphere. This environment specifies reflections on the material and is
described by a texture. It can be imagined as a skybox used only by the
specified material.

The materials are saved according to the empirical reflection models. This
leaves 3D editing tools based on PBR reflection models in a situation, where
there are unused and missing statements. However, since the foundation of
this file format there have been attempts, and some of them were successful,
in establishing new statements according to the PBR statements as well.
According to the [WMT20] there were added these statements:
12
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3.2. FBX Format

Ke - emission color
map_Ke - texture describing emission color
norm - normal map

The other statements in the list described at [Hou15] were not officially added.

3.2

FBX Format

FBX is one of the most famous formats and is one of the formats that are
supported by Unity [Unib]. According to [Hou], this format was created in
order to share high-quality 3D data between different tools.
There is an SDK available to the public, however, the license to the FBX
itself is fully closed [TON13]. More about FBX can be found on the Autodesk
documentation website [Aut]. The FBX has both binary and ASCII versions
and can contain the whole scene including cameras and lights. The position,
UV coordinates and normals that have different topology are enabled in this
format as well. The downside to this format is that FBX format uses a
historical lighting model, materials are supposed to be saved in an empirical
reflection model Blinn-Phong, and enables only one texture per material
property [Hou]. By observing the ASCII formatted FBX file was deducted
that the FBX document is a nested list of nodes [TON13].

3.3

Octane PBR Override

There are many material shaders available in Unity. With the Octane for
Unity plugin developed by the company Otoy Inc., there is added another
one, the Octane PBR Override shader.
Octane is an unbiased physically-based GPU render engine [Bri10]. Its
work with GPU makes the rendering faster than other render engines that
use CPU for rendering computation.
Biased renders use methods to optimize the computation of the rendered
image, such as limiting the number of reflections. On the other hand, the
unbiased renders do not use those "shortcuts". An example of such behavior
13
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is that the unbiased renders wait until the light rays are fully absorbed or
until they leave the scene entirely. Although those methods allow creating
high-quality materials, those materials might not be necessarily physically
correct and their computation time much higher than in the case of the biased
renders. The term used is that those materials are physically believable
means that the material is not always described by accurate values, but its
appearance is close to reality and the difference from real materials is almost
unrecognizable [Nic16].

3.3.1

Loading Octane in Unity

Octane for Unity renders the scene in a separate tab which is called PBR
Viewport. To start rendering in this tab, a few steps must be followed:

Figure 3.1: The first step is to load Octane render.

14
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3.3. Octane PBR Override

1. Load the plugin (Figure 3.1) - After adding the Octane for Unity to a
project, a new item will appear in the top panel. This item, Octane,
contains an item Settings. After clicking on this item, a window appears.
There can be seen a button with the label Load Octane which starts the
Octane functionality.

2. Create a render target (Figure 3.2) - Press the right mouse button in
the hierarchy. Find the Create PBR Render Target item and select it.

Figure 3.2: Create a render target.

.

3. Begin the rendering process (Figure 3.3) - Now that the Octane render is
loaded and there is a render target available, the rendering process can
begin. Selecting the PBR Render Target in the scene hierarchy shows
properties of the PBR Render Target in the Inspector tab. There is a
button labeled as Render. After that button is clicked on, the rendered
scene appears in the PBR Viewport tab. This tab appears itself if it
was not opened before or if it was closed before the rendering process
started.
15
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Figure 3.3: Start the rendering process. The closed PBR Viewport tab is opened
automatically.

3.3.2

PBR Override material

The PBR Viewport tab is the only scene window in Unity capable of rendering
the Octane materials. The Scene tab or the Game tab cannot render these
materials. The PBR Viewport is compatible with two material shaders native
to Unity, the Standard and the Standard (Specular setup) shaders [Oto].

The materials can be examined and modified by using a source window that
can be opened in the Inspector tab after selecting the desired material (Figure
3.4).

The whole material is saved in a material file and saved as an Octane XML.
The XML consists of the following five types of nodes where only the top
three node types have influence over the appearance of the material. Their
description can be compared to the picture above (Figure 3.4):
16
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Figure 3.4: The window used for managing an Octane material is divided into
three parts. In the left bottom part, there is a working area where is the graph
describing the material. In the right part, there is an area used for inspecting
the selected node in the graph and for manipulating attributes of the selected
node. In the top left part, there is a viewport area showing the current render of
the scene.

.
.
.
.
.

node - Describes a node in a graph, however, nodes can be included in
the pin as well. A node can contain multiple attributes and pins. There
are several types of nodes available. A brief overview of node types can
be found in the appendix Node Types.
attribute - Contains a value of a node. A node has one or more
attributes. The value of the attribute is stored in its child node, which is
plain text. There are multiple attribute types available such as a single
number, a triplet of numbers (vectors and colors), a string, etc.
pin - A node type defining inputs in a node. In the picture, those are
the circular areas in the upper area of each node. The pin can refer to a
node in the scene graph, or contain one or more nodes. In the second
case, the nodes are not visible in the node editor.
OCS2 - A scene node. This node contains the graph node.
graph - A node starting the graph of a material. The graph node
contains only the nodes of the node type. Those nodes can be seen
directly in the graph area in the picture.

17
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Converter Specification

The converter is supposed to create a material that is not native to Unity, the
Octane PBR Override material. A few steps were made to enable conversion
to this material and to ensure the existence of its description in a file.

4.1

Reloading Octane Materials

This material has the issue that when being written to an existing material
file, that file could not keep the change and return to its previous state. As
written in section PBR Override material, the Octane is saved as an XML
in the material file. This file is loaded when Octane starts operating and
during testing was proven, that the material itself is being cached even during
re-import of the material file or during the refreshing of the asset database.
The solution to this can be seen in the chapter Converter Implementation
and Functionality.

4.2

Conversion Tool

There are several ways how to implement the conversion tool. The tool
can consist of a list of statements as is in the case of Wavefront format or
Principled BRDF in Blender, or a graph structure similar to that in Octane.
19
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The proposed method is a graph structure that copies the structure of Octane
XML. There are several reasons.

1. The structure of the MTL format has a high probability of absence
of several statements and there is a possibility that the order of the
statements is mixed up.
2. Transferring the graph to an XML is easier than in the case of the list of
statements.
3. Testing the correctness of the conversion tool had to be made as a
conversion of one Octane material to another Octane material, which
refers directly to the previous reason.

4.3

Material Reading

To make the conversion as efficient as possible, the materials have to be read
directly from the file.
Because the Wavefront format is saved in the ASCII format only, reading
it is straightforward. The only limitation is that Wavefront format enables
omitting statements and their order is not directly specified.
In the case of the FBX format, there are two ways of saving a file, binary and ASCII versions. To read such files, an FBX reading tool is needed.
There are many tools available:

.
.
.

IrrExt [CSD15]
An FBX loader and an extension to the Irrlicht Engine. Provides loading
mesh and basic material properties. The project is written in C/C++,
there would be a need to create a dynamic library in order for it to work
in Unity.
Python FBX reader API [BG18]
An FBX reader written in Python. All known data types should be
readable for FBX files from 2006-2012, files of later date were not tested.
This reader is unable to directly read an ASCII FBX file. There would
be a workaround for this reader to work in Unity.
fbx-conv [ls20]
A command line tool that uses FBX SDK to read the content of FBX
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files. There are pre-compiled binaries available. The project is written
in C/C++. A dynamic library would be needed in order for this tool to
work in Unity.
openfbx [ds13]
C/C++ FBX importer capable of reading ASCII FBX files. This tool
has a limited range of readable properties. A dynamic library would be
needed for this tool to work in Unity.
FBX manipulation for .NET [hms19]
This tool can read and write both binary and ASCII FBX files. Format
detection and advanced manipulation with FBX nodes are not available.
C++ Library for reading and writing FBX files [js18]
C++ FBX reading and writing tool. Supports FBX binary files. Allows
inspection of FBX files in JSON format. A dynamic library would be
needed for this tool to work in Unity.
OpenFBX [ns21]
FBX importer used by Flax Engine and Lumix Engine. The project is
written in C/C++, so a dynamic library would be needed for this tool
to work in Unity.
FbxWrapper [Whi19]
Fbx wrapper written in C/C++ for FBX SDK. Converts only certain
parts of FBX SDK.
FBX SDK for Unity
FBX SDK provided by Autodesk for Unity. Guide for usage can be
found here [Unia]. Reading the FBX file graph should follow the last
line of code in the guide
importer.Import (scene);
which loads the content of the file to the scene variable and thus enables
manipulation with the imported file.

Further issues contain the possible difference between materials that are from
empirical and PBR renders. To solve this issue, a system that realizes the
difference must be implemented, even if the process itself would depend on a
user.
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5

Converter Implementation and
Functionality

The converter itself is implemented in the way so saving the converted material as Octane XML would be as straightforward as possible.
For the implementation and testing was used this software:

.
.
.
.

Unity 2019.3.5f1
Blender 2.9.1
Maya 2020
Visual Studio 2019

Required packages and plugins are:

.
.

Octane for Unity, version: 1.2.0.1410 or higher
Autodesk FBX SDK, version: 4.0.1 or higher

Autodesk FBX SDK installation
If the Autodesk FBX SDK is already in the device, search for the manifest.json
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file which is located in the location /ProjectFolder/Packages/manifest.json.
Open the file and add "com.autodesk.fbx": "4.0.1", to the list of
dependencies. If there are further issues with the package installation, follow
the manual posted on the Unity website [Uni21].
Octane for Unity installation
The Octane for Unity plugin can be found on the Unity Asset Store website [Oto]. After clicking on the Open in Unity button, Octane Render for
Unity will be opened in the Package Manager. The Import button will add
Octane to the project.
Installation of the converter
After adding the MaterialConverter.unitypackage to the project, import
settings will be opened. After selecting files that will be imported, the converter will be installed. The converter requires both the Octane for Unity
plugin and Autodesk FBX SDK to be installed.
There was a need for creating a new file. The reasons for such implementation
were the fact that Octane materials were not responding to refreshing the
asset database and to the re-importing of the material files. Due to those
issues and later due to the fact that the methods provided by Octane need
an existing material file in order to save the material properties, a new file
for the converted result is to be made.

5.1

Converter Structure

The converter uses two classes for loading imported assets, the Scripted
Importer [Unid] and the Asset Postprocessor [Unic].
The difference between those two classes is that that Scripted Imported
enables importing files of unsupported formats to Unity. Those formats are
distinguished by their file extension.
The Asset Postprocessor on the other hand enables developers to step into
the importing process of files of the supported file formats. This way the
original parameters of the imported files can be read before the start of the
conversion to the inner format implemented in Unity.
The inner structure of the converter is based on the Octane material structure.
This structure of Octane material is described for the scripting language
24
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Figure 5.1: This diagram describes the way the converter works.

Lua [str13], however similar behavior is expected to work for C# as well. The
final result is written to a material as an XML [Mic].

5.2

Wavefront Material Reading

As said in the Wavefront format description, the Wavefront format separates
the contents of the model geometry and its materials into two file formats.
The files with the extension OBJ are supported and when imported to Unity
together with files with the file extension M T L, Unity creates a prefab of the
OBJ file with converted materials from the M T L file applied. However, the
files of the extension M T L are not supported by Unity themselves, only in
the combination with the OBJ files. To read those files, a derived class of
Scripted Importer must have been implemented.
Materials provided by Wavefront are described by a list of statements. There
25
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are many statements and many operators, however, due to the fact that
Wavefront materials are primarily formatted as an empirical model, some
were omitted. Ambient color and the illum statements are examples of such
cases. By observing the behavior of the Blender exporting tool, the Ambient
color in the combination with the illum statement are used to save metallic
values. However, such behavior will not be supported.
The supported statements and operators are:

.

Supported statements:

..
..
..
..

newmtl - Indicates a new material.
Kd - Saved directly as an albedo color.
Ks - Saved directly as a specular color.
Ke - Saved directly as an emission color.
Tf - Saved directly as a transmission color.
d - Saved directly as an opacity value.
Ni - Saved directly as an IOR (Index Of Refraction).
Ns - Converted to a roughness. For this conversion, a conversion
equation from Blender was used:
roughness = 1 −

..
..
..
..
..
..

p

min(900, Ns)
30

The equation can be found here [Mon19].
map_Kd - Saved directly as an albedo color map.
map_Ks - Saved directly as a specular color map.
map_Ns - Saved directly as a roughness map.
map_d - Saved directly as an opacity map.
bump - Saved directly as a bump map.
map_Bump - The same as the bump statement.
disp - Saved directly as a displacement map.
map_Disp - The same as the disp statement.
map_Ke - Saved directly as an emission color map.
norm - Saved directly as a normal map.
map_Norm - The same as the norm statement.
decal - By the notation from [DR95], the application of this
statement should follow the equation
result_color = tex_color(tv)∗decal(tv)+mtl_color∗(1.0−decal(tv))
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for the ambient, diffuse and specular color. However, in this project
was selected a different method. The method suggests that this
statement affects the result of the albedo color, the specular color
and roughness components and is inspired by the Figure 5.3. The
resulted application of this statement to the previously mentioned
material components is
component = mix(base_color, decal)
where base_color is albedo color, albedo texture, or their multiplication, and the ratio of this application is managed by a second
copy of the texture (see example in Figure 5.2), which is loaded as
a transparent texture. If there is not specified one of those three
components, the default one will be used. The resulting effect is
similar to the effect described here. More is available in the testing
sections.

Figure 5.2: Application of the decal to the components of the material. The
first connected component is the albedo color, the second is the specular color
and the third is the roughness value. The decal used in this graph is the rust
texture.

.
.

map_Decal - The same as the decal statement.

Supported operators (other operators will result in default value):

.
.

xyz - Converter converts color from the XYZ color space to RGB
according to conversion matrix [Scr15].
-bm - This operator is followed by a value that indicates the bump
multiplier. It is multiplied with the bump map.
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Figure 5.3: Graph describing the application of the decal texture to the material
of the model [Jab14].

Maps and values of the same attribute type (e.g Kd and map_Kd) are multiplied.
If the file contains an error in the form of misspelled statement, that statement
will be ignored and the rest of the material will be disposed of. This measure
is created because of the possibility that the newmtl statement is misspelled
and the converter would add the definition of the new material to the previous
one. The converter expects that each statement would be written correctly
up to one time per material definition.

5.3

FBX Reading

There were many possible tools available, however, the most promising one
was the FBX SDK provided by Autodesk, mainly due to the fact that this
28
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library is available natively in Unity. This package contains methods that
enable browsing through the FBX file. This web page shows how to start
reading the FBX file [Unia]. The reading of the FBX file should follow the
scene import to a variable.
There can be limitations to some functions and a small mistake would create a
difficult situation for the Unity developers. In order to avoid some difficulties,
this thread in the Unity forum is recommended [vko21]. This thread shows a
way how to unlock unavailable methods. However, this method is not used in
this project.
Each FBX file can be read as a graph where each node can have multiple child nodes starting with the scene (root) node. Each node has several
properties which contain node attributes and can contain source and destination objects as well. This behavior is applied to the properties as well.
Iterating through all of the nodes and properties and objects connected to
them would create an infinite cycle because the destination objects are primarily pointing to the root node.
The FBX file is read from the root node until materials are found, only
the node children are searched. The materials are searched until the depth of
three of their source objects. Information about textures can be found in this
depth. The converted material values are as follows:

.
.
.
.
.

Diffuse color - This color component is directly saved as an albedo
color. Transparent color is immediately subtracted from this component.
Similar behavior can be seen in Autodesk Maya.
Displacement color - Directly saved as displacement color.
Emission color - In FBX written as an "Emissive color". This component
is directly saved as an emission color.
Transparent color - This component is subtracted from the albedo color.
The opacity is computed from this node and its factor as well. The color
is multiplied by its factor and the opacity is computed as the average of
the RGB channels from the result.
Shininess - The value of this component can differ from which 3D tool
the file was exported from. If the file was based on PBR rendering, the
value is to be converted due to the equation
roughness = 1 − ( f bx_shininess/10)
p

which is based on the equation from the Blender import tool [Mon18a].
If the 3D tool environment was based on an empirical reflection model,
the computation is the same as for the Ns exponent from Wavefront
materials .
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Specular color - The computation of the specular color differs for the
files exported from the empirical and PBR-based 3D tools as well. While
for the empirical conversion the application of the color is direct, for the
PBR the specular component is converted as
specular = f bx_specular ∗ 2.0

.
.
.

which is based on the Blender import tool [Mon18b] and only the factor
is used because the specular and diffuse colors are considered to be the
same.
Reflection color - This component is directly saved as metallic color.
Normal map - This component is directly saved as a normal map.
Bump map - This component is directly saved as a bump map.

Each of those properties can contain a texture attached as a source object. If
such a situation arises, the texture and value are multiplied except the bump
map and the normal map nodes. If there is a factor value related to each
of those components, the components are multiplied with that factor before
another operation starts.

5.4

Converter Usage

Before the conversion process starts, the Octane render must be loaded and
rendering must be running. If not, the materials that are made by the converter might become empty. There is another condition that must be met and
that is to import textures before the conversion starts. Several formats enable
including a copy of textures into the file containing scene properties. Such
behavior can be seen in the FBX files and some 3D tools enable including
a texture copy to the FBX file. However, it is recommended to import the
textures beforehand to the project.
To start the conversion, a file with the extension .mtl or .fbx must be imported
to the Unity project. Then, all materials that are in the scene of the file are
converted to the Octane format. The conversion can cause an error message
"The asset at path has been scheduled for reimport during the Refresh loop and
Loading of it has been attempted. Doing this can lead to the AssetDatabase
returning two versions of the same asset. Please ensure that code which
attempts to reimport this asset does not run while the editor is Refreshing.
You can do so by checking the value of EditorApplication.isUpdating."
to be displayed in Unity. Those messages can be ignored, creating a copy
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of material is intentional behavior of the converter. However, after the conversions are finished, it is highly recommended to switch the converter off
before any further processing of the imported model/scene or before doing
any other activities that could cause model reimport.
The converter can be controlled by using a menu which can be found in
the Octane section in the top panel, which can be seen in Figure 5.4. There
the converter can be switched off/on, the converted formats available can be
selected, FBX log can be enabled and the selection of whether the imported
model is made in PBR or empirical environment. The log applies to the
last converted FBX file and shows materials included in the file and their
properties.

Figure 5.4: Menu used to operate the converter.

The converted materials are saved as new material files to the Assets/Materials/Converter
folder. If such a path does not exist, the converter creates this destination
folder.
The new materials can be further manually customized, see Figure 3.4.
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Testing

The testing was performed on several 3D models. The materials applied to
those models were gradually changed to determine the functionality of the
converter and to determine further progress.

6.1

Loading Material Files

This part of testing determined whether the goal of this project is achievable.
The testing was performed on simple Octane materials whose color values
were manually changed in a text editor.
The values were restored to their original value when the material was
being applied to a model and the rendering was switched on.
If the material was already applied to the model, the values were changed
and the re-importing of the material file was performed, the material did
not change. The same behavior was observed when the asset database was
refreshed.
Even though the material did change when the play button was clicked
on, when the shader was changed to PBR Override, or when some of the
scripts were saved, the reason for such behavior and the methods that started
it were not found.
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The last part of this testing was to create a new file and save a copy of
another material to it. The result was an exact copy of the tested material
file. Later, due to the difficulties connected with the Octane script IDs, the
method was changed to only overwrite the Octane XML of the material file
with methods that are available through the Octane for the Unity plugin.

6.2

Conversion Testing

Conversion from Octane material to Octane material
To test the correctness of the converter, the first conversion tests were directed
towards the creation of an identical copy of the existing Octane material.
Those tests were performed to determine the correctness of the inner conversion format and to determine its writing correctness.
Conversion from FBX and Wavefront materials to Octane materials
The converter was tested on several models due to the variation of available
materials. The models are shader ball [Mak15], a tree model [ztr], a pistol
model [alp] and basic geometry such as a plane.

Figure 6.1: Comparison between application of the original decal equation (on
the left) and the new version of the application of the decals (on the right).

Due to the testing, the decals were the one Wavefront statements which
application was entirely changed. The final result of such conversion can be
seen in Figure 6.1 in comparison with the result of the original method. Its
application process is described in the implementation part.
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The decal texture that was used is a rust texture [DTr].

Figure 6.2: Usage of an image map used for displacement (on the left), which
was the original usage, and for normals (on the right).

There exist errors that can be brought into the scene with the 3D models,
such as wrongly assigned texture. Those cases can result in a difference of
the required and the acquired shape and appearance of the model. Such a
case can be seen in Figure 6.2 where the originally written material contained
a statement used for the displacement texture map instead of the normal
texture map.
Some tests were created in order to determine whether the converter can

Figure 6.3: Test of multiple materials converted from one file.

convert multiple materials from one file. The result of multiple materials being
converted from one file can be seen in Figure 6.3, where different materials
are used for the leaves and for the trunk and branches.
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Figure 6.4: Test of emission values.

This test in Figure 6.4 was performed on a Wavefront material that contained
emission values only. The emission consisted of a crate texture and a turquoise
color. The result was their mixture by multiplication.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of transparency of the converted material from Blender
(on the left), converted material from Maya (in the middle on the left), material
from Blender (in the middle on the right) and material from Maya (on the
right).

By using the shader balls in Figure 6.5, the materials with the transparency
value of 0.5 are being compared. Each of those materials has a black-white
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checker texture applied. The first two shader balls from the right are rendered
in Unity by using the Octane render, the third shader ball is rendered in
Blender Eevee render and the fourth one in the Maya Software render.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of materials between Unity standard material (top row),
converted material (second row), a material created manually in Octane (third
row) and Blender Principled BSDF material (fourth row).

The Figure 6.6 compares materials with different roughness values (smoothness for the first row, which is computed as 1 − roughness). The roughness
values are from the left to the right equal to 0.118, 0.529, 0.817 and 0.918.
Their original specular exponent values are 700, 200, 30 and 6.
The top three rows are rendered in Unity by the Octane render, the last row
is rendered in Blender by the Eevee render. Due to the size of the image, the
renders of the materials from Maya and their conversions are placed in the
next image.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of materials between Maya PhongE material with
raytracing enabled (first row) and disabled (second row), their conversion in
Octane (third row), the Maya Phong material with raytracing enabled (fourth
row) and disabled (fifth row) and their conversion in Octane (sixth row).

The comparison in Figure 6.7 is between materials created in Autodesk Maya
with their converted alternatives in Octane. The roughness values remain
the same as in the previous comparison, although the roughness values were
not exported with Maya PhongE materials. The converted materials were
rendered in Unity by the Octane render and those from Maya by the Maya
Software render. In Maya ambient light was used as well. The process of
computing roughness values is described in the implementation part.
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Conclusions

This thesis analyzed and described Octane and its material shader. The FBX
format and the Wavefront format, which were used as the input formats for
the conversion to the Octane PBR Override material, were described as well.
The converter was designed, implemented and its functionality was proven
with the testing of materials, which followed the implementation. Although the
converted materials were not entirely the same as their original, their similarity
was close enough to consider the conversion successful. The new converted
materials share the same folder, which is the Assets/Materials/Converter
folder, their name is supplemented by a prefix new_ and their shader is
changed to the PBR Override shader provided by Octane.
This conversion tool could be expanded on other 3D data formats in the
future by using the implemented methods in the converter, which are as
general as possible.
Because of its inability to assign the new materials to the models, the converter
can be combined with scripts and prefabs that assign materials by their name,
shader, or both to the 3D models.
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NT_UNKNOWN

0

NT_TEX_FLOAT
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NT_GEO_MESH

1

NT_TEX_GAUSSIANSPECTRUM
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NT_MAT_MAP

2

NT_TEX_RGB
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NT_GEO_GROUP
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NT_TEX_IMAGE

34

NT_GEO_PLACEMENT
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NT_TEX_ALPHAIMAGE
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NT_GEO_SCATTER
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NT_TEX_FLOATIMAGE
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6

NT_ENV_TEXTURE

37

_NT_FLOAT2

7

NT_TEX_MIX

38

_NT_FLOAT3

8

NT_TEX_MULTIPLY

39
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9

NT_TEX_COSINEMIX

40

_NT_INT2
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42
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NT_TEX_TRIANGLEWAVE
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NT_CAM_THINLENS
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NT_ENV_DAYLIGHT
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NT_IMAGER_CAMERA
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NT_MAT_GLOSSY
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NT_MAT_SPECULAR
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NT_TEX_GRADIENT

49

NT_MAT_MIX
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NT_TEX_FALLOFF

50

NT_MAT_PORTAL
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NT_TEX_COLORCORRECTION
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_NT_CAMERARESPONSE
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NT_EMIS_BLACKBODY
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NT_TEX_TURBULENCE
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NT_RENDERTARGET
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